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...because:
 

It takes a village 
to make AAC 

happen
 

Session Objectives
1. Identify 3 barriers that impact successful AAC implementation in school-based 

settings.

2. Describe how the two components of support that guide CORE Collaboration work 

together to build capacity in teachers who support students who use AAC.

3. Identify 3 possible outcomes from using the CORE Collaboration model that 

contribute to improved implementation of AAC.

CORE Collaboration: 
A collaborative model for supporting school staff to 

implement AAC tools during instruction. 

● Collaboration occurs in 4 parts to plan, teach and review/reflect.

● Designed to work in tandem with what teachers are already doing, when they are 

doing it: teaching and planning for teaching.

● Evolved as a way to support implementation of the Classroom CORE Book.

● Implemented at Rock Creek School in Frederick County Maryland, a separate public 

day school for students with the most significant disabilities.   

...Still a work in progress.  

Classroom CORE Book: 
Communication Opportunities 

Readily Engineered

The CORE Book evolved as a versatile tool for teachers to quickly, 
consistently and tangibly identify the core vocabulary being 

targeted in a lesson, and manipulate it to address the needs of 
diverse learners.

*Classroom CORE Book is a teaching tool. It is not intended to 
replace communication devices.

Classroom CORE Book
 



Where we started: 

How have communication partners traditionally 
been supported?

● Technical training on an AAC device, communication tool or strategy, including 

intermittent follow-up as questions arise. 

● “Intensive” 1/2 day PD on Overview of AAC.  (Seriously…how exactly is this covered 

in a 1/2 day.)

Where we started: 

How have communication partners traditionally been 
supported (continued)?

● “Fit it in without interfering with the other activities of the day” PD...about an 

hour...maybe 2-3 times (Except someone is always absent or unavailable for at least 

part of this)

● “Shared, but seldom reviewed resources”.  Let’s face it, school staff are BUSY!  The 

best intentioned among us does not follow up on ALL the awesome resources that 

come our way.

How the Shift Began

Recognizing that AAC Implementation support 

needed to be more ongoing and “cumulative”:

● Communication Committee was established to support staff 

with PD, organize make-and-take opportunities, and develop 

resources. 

● Monthly  PD (45-minute) on communication was provided to 

teachers. 

But AAC Implementation 
still felt like Groundhog 

Day:
 

...lots of training
...in different ways

 ...school staff still struggle?

How the Shift Began

Teachers wanted to “SEE” it...AAC in Action

● In theory, the importance and merit of core vocabulary , natural 

aided language and other best practices in AAC were accepted  

and generally understood. 

● In practice, it was awkward, unfamiliar, uncomfortable and 

un-academic (in the traditional sense). 

How the Shift Began
What was missing was: 

Coac
hing

Modeling

Planning Partner

C



Understanding AAC in an academic setting
Tiers of Vocabulary: 

Tier 1: The most commonly used 

words across activities and contexts.

book, girl, happy, mad, 
run, find, do, orange

Sight words, common nouns, 
verbs, adjectives, early 
reading words

Tier 2: High frequency words used by 

mature language users across a 

variety of contexts.

fortunate,
industrious,

measure, 
benevolent

Increasingly specific 
descriptors, multi-meaning 
words, important for reading 
comprehension

Tier 3: Infrequently used words 

specific to content areas or domains.

economics, isotope,
asphalt, crepe

Words learned in context of 
relevant topics; introduced as 
the need arises

Understanding AAC in an academic setting

Core Vocabulary

Language of Instruction

Content-specific 
Vocabulary

No explicit instruction- 
kids start school with this 

vocabulary

Emphasized in earlier 
grades.  Expanded 

continually.

Expanded & increasingly 
specified throughout

school career.

Understanding AAC in an academic setting

Modeling may not be              Core Collaboration emphasizes:
intuitive because:                                             

  

 

Tier 2 & 3 Vocabulary
 is the focus of 
instruction.

Tier 1 vocabulary is the 
foundation of interaction.  Tier 2 
& 3 vocabulary can often be 
“cored out” to provide explicit 
instruction of Tier 1 Vocabulary. 

Understanding AAC in an academic setting
Language Development: 

Language is acquired in a relatively predictable fashion, characterized by gradual 

increases in... 

● communicative intents

● use of symbolic communication

● vocabulary repertoire

● utterance length

● use of grammatical forms and markers

Acquisition of language reflects a child’s environment, culture and dialect…it is learned 

through MODELING in NATURAL CONTEXTS! 

Understanding AAC in an academic setting
Modeling may not be          Core Collaboration emphasizes:
 intuitive because:                                             

  

 

Tier 2 & 3 Vocabulary is 
the focus of instruction.

Tier 1 vocabulary is the foundation of interaction.  
Tier 2 & 3 vocabulary can often be “cored out” to 
provide explicit instruction of Tier 1 Vocabulary. 

Expectation of a 
response 
is inherent in classroom 
discourse.

Ample modeling over time and 
across contexts without 
expectation of a response is 
inherent to language development.

Understanding AAC in an academic setting
Modeling is not             Core Collaboration emphasizes:
intuitive because:                                             

  

 

Tier 2 & 3 Vocabulary is 
the focus of instruction.

Tier 1 vocabulary is the foundation of interaction.  Tier 2 & 3 
vocabulary can often be “cored out” to provide explicit 
instruction of Tier 1 Vocabulary. 

Expectation of a response is 
inherent in classroom discourse.

Ample modeling over time and across contexts without 
expectation of a response is inherent to language development.

Students may provide 
minimal social 
reinforcement 
to their communication 
partner. 

Engage with them anyway.  Even 

when kids don’t appear to be 

attending, we can’t know what they 

are understanding; they may be 

engaged even if it isn’t evident. 



Understanding AAC in an academic setting
Modeling is not             Core Collaboration emphasizes:
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Engage with them anyway.  Even when kids don’t appear to be 

attending, we can’t know what they are understanding; they 

may be engaged even if it isn’t evident. 

AAC is perceived as an 
expressive tool. 

AAC facilitates receptive as well as 
expressive language, and must be used 
receptively to develop expressive 
skills. 

What we know about adult learners:

https://elearningindustry.com/the-adult-learning-theory-andragogy-of-malcolm-knowles

Knowles differentiates pedagogy (teaching children)
 and andragogy (teaching adults).  

What we know about adult learners:

https://elearningindustry.com/the-adult-learning-theory-andragogy-of-malcolm-knowles

In 1984 Knowles identified 4 principles applied to adult learning:

1. Adults need to be involved in the planning and evaluation of their instruction. 

2. Experience (including mistakes) provides the basis for the 
learning activities. 

3. Adults are most interested in learning subjects that have 
immediate relevance and impact to their job or personal life. 

4. Adult learning is problem-centered rather than 
content-oriented. 

Understanding AAC in an academic setting
Modeling is not             Core Collaboration emphasizes:
intuitive because:                                             
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instruction of Tier 1 Vocabulary. 
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may be engaged even if it isn’t evident. 

AAC is perceived as an 
expressive tool. 

AAC facilitates receptive as well as expressive language, and 
must be used receptively to develop expressive skills. 

Creators of AAC tools are adapting to 
support communication partners directly: 

Comm Adventures-a mini-game that teaches the communication partner strategies to 

engage the child and advance communication development in a simple, practical way. 

Activity Dashboard-provides conversation ideas, strategies and modeling training for the 

most frequent activities of daily living, which aids in integration of AAC across everyday 

activities.

https://vimeo.com/130199999
https://vimeo.com/130199999
https://vimeo.com/130069561


Creators of AAC tools are adapting to 
support interactions between AAC users and 
their partners: 

Tele-Prompt: Provide support from a distance by using an iPhone to draw and suggest 

ideas.  Your screen changes with the user’s to reflect navigation. 

Tele-Text: Receive texts to the message window of the app.  Send texts composed in the 

app. 

What it Looks Like

Core Collaboration: Overview

O=Observation (30-60 minutes)

P=Planning (30-60 minutes)

T=Teaching (30-60 minutes)

R=Review / Reflect (15-30 minutes)

Core Collaboration: Signing Up

● Sign-up sheet posted with approximately 10-12 available days over 2-3 months. 

● Initial email notice sent.  Reminder emails follow to encourage sign-up. 

● Participation is voluntary.

● Reached out to teachers who requested support informally.

Core Collaboration: Signing Up Core Collaboration: Observation

When: during regular instruction, 30-60 minutes. 

Purpose: to gain an understanding of classroom dynamics, lesson structure, how 

communication tools are used by students and supported by staff, etc. 

Managing expectations:

● I am not your supervisor.  I am not evaluating you. 

● I am learning from and with you.  Show me where you so we can work together 

to increase communication in your classroom. 

● This is a no-judgement zone.  I KNOW your job is hard. 



Core Collaboration: Planning
Based on the Observation a determination was made on
the focus of planning: 

Creating communication opportunities

● re-thinking structure and routines to increase communication

● reviewing lesson structure to ensure student engagement and appropriate use 

of strategies such as repetition, expectant pauses, ample modeling

● adapting communication materials for specific environments: Art and Pool

Core Collaboration: Planning
Based on the Observation a determination was made on
the focus of planning: 

Pre-planning vocabulary targets

● key concepts

● tell story (re-write if needed)...readability vs. tellability

● tell steps of task 

● determine fringe

Core Collaboration: Planning
Planning Format: Language of the Lesson (LOL) Worksheet

Core Collaboration: Planning

Other Planning Topics: 

● Creation and management of materials

● Scope and sequence of lesson / unit (during the targeted session and for 

subsequent follow-up to the lesson) 

● Roles of staff in supporting communication 

● Communication needs of students

Core Collaboration: Planning

Take-aways: 

● Meet staff where they are

● Be focused

● Be deliberate about vocabulary selection. 

● Be vulnerable: do think-alouds, let the process evolve, try something 

uncomfortable

Core Collaboration: Teaching

Roles established: 

● teacher

● co-teacher

● general classroom support

● targeted classroom support

● videographer

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QTuSngoBYP3Sik6HID8VkcL1Je4bBe7Q6_-WtSNeNi8/edit


Core Collaboration: Teaching

Universally, MODELING use of AAC during instruction was the 

focus:  

● Coached staff to locate targeted vocabulary

● Pared down vocabulary used “in the moment”

● Low-tech boards facilitated spontaneously 

scaffolding by some staff and students 

teacher model→ low-tech→ high tech

Core Collaboration: Teaching

Lessons continued to be learned:

● Vocabulary selection: Less is more...more repetition, 

more familiar, more comfortable, more use

● Management of materials...an ongoing challenge

● Continue to expand communication opportunities through 

routines, structure, enthusiasm, and engaging activities and 

materials.

● Classroom dynamics matter: Different classroom staff need 

different kinds of support. 

Core Collaboration: 
Reflect /Review

Brief (in theory)

● Discussion of what worked and what didn’t 

● Reviewed video (if taken)

● Thoughts on future activities, instructional practices

● Additional follow-up or collaboration scheduled if desired. 

Core Collaboration: Video Permission

● Permission form sent home prior to teaching session. 

●  Students for whom video permission was not granted were 

edited out of video.

● Edited videos were 1-5 minutes in length and captured 

quality instruction and AAC done well. 

● Video was shared with teacher to review and share with 

classroom staff. 

● Videos were shared with administration. 

http://praacticalaac.org/praactical/aac-and-asd-teaching-communication-partners-through-video-self-modeling/ 

A Closer Look

Math: Equals to Touch Math
Observation: 

● 6 students present with quite different skills

● Managing materials was cumbersome

● Few turns/opportunities to demonstrate learning

● Good use of wait time, simple language and modeling when 

interacting with individual students. 

Planning:

● Discussion resulted in decision to break students into 2 different 

groups. 

● Different instructional targets for each group

● Instruction customized to needs of individual student’s 

communication strategies. 

http://praacticalaac.org/praactical/aac-and-asd-teaching-communication-partners-through-video-self-modeling/
http://praacticalaac.org/praactical/aac-and-asd-teaching-communication-partners-through-video-self-modeling/


Math: Touch Math
Teaching: 

● Only 1 group was targeted on the day scheduled

● Teacher + paraprofessional for 3 students. 

● Many turns per student

● More relevant instructional targets

Review:

● Positive feedback about instruction in smaller groups

● Increased focus on communication during instruction

● Excited to seek feedback on materials found through web-search to help 

teach core vocabulary

Literacy: What is the weather?
Lesson Structure: 

● Text projected

● Text modeled with 

Classroom CORE Book

● Pages “read” aloud with 

Big Mack

● Check for Understanding

Look For: 

● Visually modeled 
language

● Predictability of text (it 
was re-written for 
“tellability”)

Pool: Floating Communication Board
Concern: Unclear of role in supporting 

communication in this unique 

environment.

Discussion: 

● Increased use of routines to elicit 

communication opportunities 

● Developed “floating” communication 

boards: 

○ specific to pool environment

○ screenshots of dynamic display 

communication boards. 

Science: Future Flowers

Lesson structure:

● Review background knowledge

● Hands-on exploration

● Reading A-Z text

● Hands-on activity

● Song-review

● Assessment

Look for: 

● Clear focus on key concept: 

How do flowers grow?

● Ample Modeling 

● Student engagement

Tools that work:
Pre-planning tools 

● Classroom CORE Book

● Language Of the Lesson (LOL) Worksheet

Visual supports to give lesson structure

● Low-tech language boards (to scaffold use of more robust devices)

● Task schedule for activities of lesson 

● Materials that elicit interest

Tools that work:
Video

● Teachers were able to bask in the awesomeness of their video….

...and learn from it. 

● They saw their kids as rock stars too…

...they tuned into things they didn’t see during the lesson.

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BzEKKqF5K9fPS0NlNm8tMUhBQTA
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BzEKKqF5K9fPZDNkSFQwZFlKWWs


Tools that work:
Growth Mindset and an ounce of courage

● Understanding that there is no manual, no script, and no single one right way to do 

this.

● Every teacher (except 1) who signed up for CORE Collaboration, came back for more, 

either formally or informally….

….and it was completely optional, not mandated by admin, no credits or CEUs.

Tools that work:
A Mirror (theoretically speaking):

The support staff need is very much like the support students need to learn their AAC 

...the challenge mirrors back to us the solution:

IMMERSIVE support including opportunities for training, modeling and coaching in natural 

and everyday contexts. 

Quite simply...we all learn by seeing and doing, learning and practicing.

Evolution of a 
Communication Community

Evolution of a Communication Community:
Communication symbols EVERYWHERE…

● Expanded Classroom CORE Book: full page symbol size 

and high contrast for students with CVI

● Tactile symbols for common spaces within the 

building are under-construction for our low-vision 

students

● Communication Passports (in progress): Inform new 

communication partners how a student uses his/her 

tools

Evolution of a Communication Community:

As teachers increasingly prioritized communication and collaborated on how to 

do it better, their need for support increased rather than decreased…

...in much the way top-performing athletes are coached for hours a day, our 

teachers were gaining knowledge and skills that warranted additional 

coaching.

Evolution of a Communication Community:

Action Research project on Peer-Coaching 

● established as PL model for RCS 
this school year

● the vocational team 
collaboratively determined to 
seek out peer coaches to support 
implementation of core 
vocabulary. 



Evolution of a Communication Community:
SLPs as Collaborative Partners and Leaders: 

These gals have really risen to the challenge.  

● 1-on-1 kid-centered talks to address 

communication needs for the classroom or 

specific students

● Targeted collaboration with specials teachers 

including getting them started creating 

materials

Evolution of a Communication Community:
As the AT Specialist, I get to be part of the immersive experience, which affords me 
tremendous insights about: 

● Student Progress:   I can monitor the effectiveness of their tools in real-life, 
without adding another thing to my calendar

● The real-life challenges of implementing communication tools for students who 
are the exceptions to all the rules.

● Problem-solving solutions to those challenges collaboratively. 

● Which teachers may be great mentors

The real take-away
This describes 1 way that 1 school has begun to tackle the big work of 

implmenting AAC…

...BUT, the real take away is...

● it takes a village, a community, and an infrastructure of support that meets 

people where they are to make it happen.  

● there is no single training, video, conversation, coaching session, or 

mandate that can make it happen.  It is a process...and it is on-going!

Thank you for your time!


